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Pass it on...
Please forward this ebulletin to your
friends, family and colleagues.
Healthwatch Harrow is the health
and social care champion for local
residents.
Join now and get involved!
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 Introducing Yaa Asamany!

 Healthwatch Harrow Forum, 3rd September

x
Joining us this month is the new Healthwatch
Harrow Outreach Manager, Yaa Asamany.

On Tuesday 3rd September around fifty local people
attended the Healthwatch Harrow Forum.
Held at Harrow Baptist Church, this lively event
featured presentations and talks by Northwick Park
Hospital (Deputy Chief Nurse and Patient Advice &
Liaison Service), Harrow Council (Resilient Harrow
Programme) and Advocacy 1st - independent NHS
complaints advocates.
As well as learning about local projects, delegates
were able to share their views and experiences of
local health and social care services.

Yaa Asamany, Outreach Manager

Yaa says “My background for the last fifteen years
has been in the voluntary sector where I worked
managing volunteers. Running parallel to that, I
developed a passion for developing people and
became a trainer within the community. I have
always enjoyed engaging with people in diverse
settings.
Harrow is home to me. I have lived here for 32 years
with my family. I am excited with my new role with
Healthwatch Harrow and look forward to engaging
with a lot of you and making your voices heard
through Healthwatch Harrow.”
Yaa works Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays,
you can contact her by phone, or by email:




020 3432 2889
yaa.asamany@healthwatchharrow.org.uk

 Quarterly Reports
Our latest quarterly analysis reports are available,
which examine the experience of local GPs,
Dentists, Northwick Park Hospital and other local
services. We have also published the findings of
North West London engagement on the NHS Long
Term Plan.  More

“ A lovely experience at
maternity. ”
Join us today and have your say!

Tuesday 3rd September, Harrow Baptist Church

We heard much positive feedback, with accounts of
hard working and compassionate staff. However
people also said that services were at times difficult
to contact and unresponsive – for example not
returning messages.

“ I feel involved in my
care planning. ”
Join us today and have your say!
It was also felt there is a lack of general support for
service users and carers, and more information was
needed – particularly on what services are available
locally.
The event brief and presentations will be available
soon on the website. We’d like to thank all those
who attended, and assisted on the day.
Your Views?
If you’d like to share your experiences of local
services, contact the Healthwatch office today!

Features
 What are Primary Care Networks?
Primary care networks (PCNs) form a key building
block of the NHS long-term plan.
Bringing general practices (GPs) together to work at
scale has been a policy priority for some years for a
range of reasons, including improving the ability of
practices to recruit and retain staff, and to better
manage financial and estates pressures.
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Previous research on the impact of larger scale
general practice on patient experience found mixed
views. While some patients prioritise access above all
else and are interested in the potential of larger
partnerships to improve that access, others are more
concerned about continuity and trusting relationships
and are concerned these may be lost.

It also enables practices to provide a wider range of
services to patients and to more easily integrate with
the wider health and care system.
While GPs have been finding different ways of
working together over many years – for example in
‘super-partnerships’, federations, clusters and
networks – the NHS Long Term Plan and the new fiveyear framework for the GP contract, published in
January 2019, put a more formal structure around
this way of working, but without creating new
statutory bodies.

Networks have ‘potential to improve access’

Practices will need to work with their patient
participation groups and the wider local community
if they are going to address the needs of their local
population.  More

“ Staff need awareness of
different cultures. ”
Join us today and have your say!
Patients should notice ‘a wider range of services’

Since 1st July 2019, GP practices in Harrow have come
together within local Primary Care Networks, each
covering tens of thousands of patients.
What difference will primary care networks make for
patients? They have the potential to improve access,
extend the range of services available, and help to
integrate primary care with wider health and
community services (this is known as ‘integrated
care’).

“ The welfare of carers
is very important! ”
Join us today and have your say!

 LNWUHT Annual General Meeting
London North West University Healthcare NHS Trust
(LNWUHT) invites you to attend their Annual General
Meeting:
 Wednesday 25th September, 3.00pm – 5.00pm
 Education Centre, Northwick Park Hospital
The event is an opportunity to hear about their
achievements during 2018/2019, and their plans for
the future. They will also present the Annual Report.
Register online, or contact the office (deadline for
registrations is 20th September).  More




020 8869 3701
LNWH-tr.Communications@nhs.net

Feature
 Case Study – Emma’s Story
Harrow resident Emma has been suffering from
Hiatus Hernia, a stomach related condition. It is
something she was born with, and has suffered and
managed all her life.
Between 2009 and 2014 Emma became really unwell,
experiencing various symptoms including nausea,
reflux and chest pains. During this period, she went
to see the GP nine times, but didn’t receive any
formal diagnosis or treatment.
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Four weeks later when the notes were through Emma
saw a lovely consultant, who referred her to a
specialist hospital for an acid test - this had to be
aborted twice as first the nurse and then the doctor
couldn’t get a tube down into the stomach. The
doctor referred her directly for a Bravo test.
Test results revealed an operation was required. You
are supposed to be treated within 18 weeks of being
referred - Emma waited over 36 weeks after the
operation was offered.
Coordination between hospitals was poor - it was
‘completely impossible’ to get the test results from
one hospital to another. To solve this, Emma had to
physically collect and transport the results herself.
In 2018 Emma was advised that the medication was
not working, and she needed a hernia operation. She
attended the appointment but did not hear anything
afterwards. When chasing she couldn’t get through to
the consultant. She also went to the Patient Advice
and Liaison Service (PALS) several times who also did
not respond.

Emma’s condition was undiagnosed for several years

In 2014 the GP referred Emma for an endoscopy,
which revealed she had Barrett’s Oesophagus - a
potentially serious condition. However, nobody
mentioned the Hiatus Hernia, which Emma came
across when reading her patient notes.
By 2015 Emma felt really unwell and had to take
voluntary redundancy.
In 2017 she went back to the GP and was referred to
a gastroenterologist at a local hospital, who told her
to ‘go home, lose weight and get some exercise’, he
was extremely rude and patronising. At this difficult
time, it was both upsetting and unsettling.
Following numerous visits to the GP and another
endoscopy in 2018, Emma was referred to a second
hospital for a hernia operation. The hospital asked
why she was there as they had not received any
patient notes and said there was nothing they could
do for her - an operation would not help.

“ A single point of access
would be helpful. ”
Join us today and have your say!

Liaison between hospitals was very poor

By 2019 Emma was living off toast, bananas & four to
five pints of milk a day, as this was all she could eat.
At this point she went back to the GP who supported
her in ‘bombarding’ the consultant to find out about
the operation date.
Eventually she was given an admission, sat there all
day, and after getting ready was told the appointment
was cancelled. Two days later and the operation went
ahead. When she awoke the relief was immediate, she
felt better, no nausea and no chest pain. While the
outcome was good in the end, the lack of action and
coordination is extremely disappointing.
Tell Your Story...
We’d like to hear your stories, good and bad. Contact
Healthwatch Harrow today!

Features
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 GPs Welcome Cancer Prevention Jab for Boys

 Moorfields Consultation

GPs in Harrow are welcoming the introduction of the
cancer preventing human papilloma virus (HPV)
vaccine that will be available to boys aged 12 to 13
in local schools from September.

A formal public consultation has been launched on a
proposal to move Moorfields Eye Hospital’s City
Road services to a new centre bringing together
‘excellent eye care, ground-breaking research and
world-leading education in ophthalmology’.
The consultation launched on 24th May and will run
until 16th September 2019. It is being led by NHS
Camden Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) on
behalf of all CCGs, together with NHS England
Specialised Commissioning.

The jab is available from September

Nationally, the number of people with mouth and
throat cancer caused by HPV is increasing. However,
it is estimated that through vaccination the number
of people developing these cancers will reduce in
the future.
Bringing together services, research and education

HPV infections can be spread by skin-to-skin contact
and are usually found on the fingers, hands, mouth
and genitals. The HPV vaccine works best if boys
and girls receive it before they become sexually
active.
In Harrow, the vaccine will be available to boys
aged 12 and 13 in all secondary schools from the
start of the autumn school term.”  More

“ The lady on reception
was very supportive. ”
Join us today and have your say!

 Harrow CCG Annual General Meeting
Harrow Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) invites
you to attend their Annual General Meeting:
 Tuesday 17th September, 6.30pm – 8.00pm
 Member’s Lounge, Harrow Civic Centre, HA1 2XY
Register now online.  More

Eye care services would move to the new centre,
along with Moorfields’ partner in research and
education, the UCL Institute of Ophthalmology and
Moorfields Eye Charity. The proposed new centre
would be a development on land at the site of St
Pancras Hospital, just north of King’s Cross and St
Pancras stations in central London. If the move were
to go ahead, Moorfields and UCL would sell their
current land at City Road and all proceeds of the
sale would be reinvested in the new centre.
Eye patients in Waltham Forest are currently and
will continue to be referred to Moorfields and the
consultation team is keen to hear the views of as
many service users and families, local people, staff
and other stakeholders as possible during the
consultation period.
The full consultation document, survey questions
and additional information on the consultation are
available online.  More

“ Food on the ward has
ticked my box! ”
Join us today and have your say!

Feature
 Improvements Needed in Care Home Oral Health
The Care Quality Commission (CQC) has published
the findings of an in-depth review on the state of
oral health care in care homes across England.
The review draws on one hundred inspections of
care homes on which CQC inspectors were
accompanied by inspectors from dental regulation.
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17% of care homes said they did not assess people’s
oral health on admission.
Other challenges people faced involved local dentists
not accepting new patients and the length of time it
took to get an appointment with an NHS dentist – even
for a procedure such as getting dentures fitted.

It reveals that three years on from the publication
of NICE (National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence) guidance on oral health in care homes,
steps are often not being taken to ensure that
people get the oral health care they need to ensure
that they are pain-free and that their dignity is
respected.

The review urges learning from good practice

Of the homes visited, 10% reported they had no way
of accessing emergency dental treatment for people.
34% of homes said they had no or limited access to
out-of-hours services. Some care home managers
stated that they had to call GPs, NHS 111, or even
take the person requiring emergency care to A&E.
Homes ‘need to do more’ to improve oral care

Findings reveal that nearly half (47%) of care homes
were not providing any staff training to support
people’s daily oral healthcare.
The majority (52%) of care homes visited had no
policy to promote and protect people’s oral health,
and 73% of residents’ care plans reviewed only
partly covered or did not cover oral health at all –
homes looking after people with dementia being the
most likely to have no plan in place.
Whilst two thirds (67%) of the care homes said
people who used their services could always, or
nearly always, access NHS dental care, the report
did reveal a lack of dentists who were able or
willing to visit care homes.

“ The community midwife
was fantastic! ”
Join us today and have your say!

“ I need to be involved in
decisions about me. ”
Join us today and have your say!
The CQC is calling for a ‘cross-sector’ approach to
tackle the concerns raised by this report, and
highlights examples where this has been achieved.
The review includes case studies of productive,
joined-up relationships between care homes and local
dental practices, including dentists providing routine
check-ups, ongoing treatment and emergency care,
both in and outside the care home.
The recommendations include a call for mandatory
staff training in oral care, oral health check-ups for all
residents upon admission and better signposting to
local dental services.
Find out more on the CQC website.  More

Spotlight
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 Accessibility Checklist for GP Surgeries

Communication:

Help make sure that your practice meets people’s
accessibility requirements using this checklist from
Healthwatch.

•
•

Imagine that you were going through the same
journey as your patients - what would help to make
sure that your care needs are being met?

•
•
•

Is there a hearing loop?
Is information available in different formats,
such as large print or braille?
Is the counter height accessible to wheelchairs?
Is there a quiet space and buzzer system for
people who may experience sensory overload?
Do you publicise to patients that a quiet space
can be given upon request?

Developed by Healthwatch Slough, this checklist will
help you make sure that your practice is accessible.
While budget and space are often issues when
making large scale changes, there are some steps
that surgeries can take to improve experience.

Is your practice meeting accessibility needs?

Toilets:
Good wheelchair access is crucial for patients

Although this checklist does not cover every aspect
of accessibility good practice, it does provide a
starting point for discussion and for planning to
make improvements. Things to consider:
Outside space:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there disabled parking?
Is there enough space for a disabled person to
exit a car safely?
Is the path to the surgery accessible to people
with limited mobility or sensory impairment?
Are handrails placed on both sides of slopes
leading to an entrance door?
Is the route from the entrance into the surgery
free of obstacles?
What size is the entrance, is it suitable for
wheelchair access?

“ My pharmacist had the
answers. ”
Join us today and have your say!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are any signs for disabled toilets at eye level?
Is there enough leg space under the sink?
Are sink taps levers?
Is there a caution sign for very hot water?
Are paper and soap dispensers, as well as hand
dryers at a suitable height?
What size is the entrance, is it suitable for
wheelchair access?
Do you have a procedure to follow when
someone falls?

Seating, signs and fire exits:
•
•
•

Is seating available in a choice of heights?
Are the fire exits accessible by wheelchair?
Is there LED signage/clear microphone for
signalling patients?

Do you work at a GP surgery?
Take a moment to assess your GP practice for
general accessibility. Find out more online.  More
Are you a patient?
If you have come up against accessibility barriers
with your local GP and struggled to resolve them,
get in touch with Healthwatch Harrow. We value all
experiences.

Spotlight
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 SUMMIT Study - Lung Health Checks Project

 The Harrow CAMHS Garden Project

Introducing the SUMMIT Study - delivered by
University College London Hospitals (UCLH) and UCL,
it’s the largest ever lung cancer screening project to
run in the UK. Delivery sites include King George
Hospital, Mile End Hospital and UCLH.

Harrow Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service
(CAMHS) held their annual garden project on
Saturday 31st August. It is the fourth one held at
their hub on Northolt Road.
The project was funded for the second year running
by The Waitrose Community Matters Scheme, who
donated £350 towards the purchase of Plants for the
garden.
Sonya Lewin, Support Worker said “Every year we
bring young people together to help us to improve
and replenish the garden, and gain skills such as
working together in a team.

The ‘largest ever’ lung cancer screening project

The project aims to increase early detection of lung
cancer among at-risk Londoners in north and east
London, improving chances of treatment and
survival and provide evidence which will inform a
potential lung cancer screening programme.
It also aims to support the development of a new
blood test for the early detection of multiple cancer
types including lung cancer.Through this study, men
and women aged 55-77, who live in north and east
London and are current or ex-smokers, are being
offered a free lung health check by their local GP
Practice. The team is inviting all practices in north
and east London to participate.  More

“ I prefer to see my
own GP. ”
Join us today and have your say!

Gardening can improve mental health and wellbeing

This project gives them the opportunity to gain
volunteering experience and give back to their
community."
The team thanked those who attended and also staff
who volunteered their time to support the project.
She continued: “We would not be able to achieve or
maintain this beautiful garden without their
continued support.”  More
If you are a young person and have views on mental
health services, contact the Healthwatch office!

Latest CQC Inspection Reports









Caremark, 724 Kenton Road, Harrow, HA3 9QX (Rated Good)  More
Churchill Health Care, 378 Station Road, Harrow, HA1 2DE (Rated Good)  More
Network Healthcare Professionals, Harrow, HA3 5RN (Rated Requires Improvement)  More
Eleada Care Services, Fitzgerald House, Willowcourt Avenue, Harrow, HA3 8ES (Rated Good)  More
Independent Lifestyle, 86 Crowshott Avenue, Stanmore, HA7 2PD (Rated Good)  More
The Pinner Road Surgery, 196 Pinner Road, Harrow, HA1 4JS (Rated Requires Improvement)  More
Real Life Options, 4 Bethecar Road, Harrow, HA1 1SF (Rated Good)  More

Community Noticeboard
 Using Services with a Sensory Impairment
How easy is it to use services if you have a sensory
impairment?
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A similar difficulty is experienced by those who
receive a letter from the hospital and are asked to
telephone to arrange a date for their appointment.

The introduction of the Accessible Information
Standard in 2016 requires health and social care
services to make sure that people who have a
disability, impairment or sensory loss are
communicated with in a way that meets their needs.
What should people expect?
Under the Accessible Information Standard,
organisations are required to identify, record, flag,
share and meet the information and communication
support needs of people with a disability, impairment
or sensory loss.
Telephone booking ‘can be a challenge’

What can providers do?
Adopt a more flexible approach to accommodate and
support patients who have a sensory impairment.
For example such as:
•
•
Communication needs should be recorded and flagged

What did people tell us?
No two people living with the same impairment
classification are the same and patients would like
health and care service providers to recognise this.
It's important that an individual's patient records
accurately reflect their accessibility needs and that
these can be shared effectively with other health and
care service providers.
People say they can lack autonomy and
confidentiality which negatively impacts their
independence and cause them to feel that they have
limited control over their health and care needs.
Staff awareness of sensory impairments appears to
be a continuous issue, particularly at GP surgeries.
People say they would like more staff to ask whether
they need help and how their needs can be met.
Accessing appointments with a hearing impairment
People who are deaf or have a hearing impairment
say they can find it challenging to use the telephone
booking system used by GP surgeries, with many
practices operating a triage system where the patient
is called back by the GP before being able to make an
appointment.

•

Providing alternatives to telephone booking
systems, such as the use of email, text messaging
and assistive listening services.
Give patients the option of booking a double
appointment to help accommodate their
communication needs.
Give people the opportunity to book their next
appointment during their current appointment to
relieve stress and anxiety.

Accessible signposting and announcements
People with a sensory impairment told us that they
often face issues being made aware that it is time for
their GP appointment.
Some practices operate with screens showing the
name of the next patient and the room number, while
others use a tannoy system, but rarely both. While
some people find the screens useful, those with a
sight impairment found them far less helpful without
audio announcements because they weren’t able to
see the screens. As a result, patients spend a portion
of their wait with heightened anxiety.
In the next edition we look at the experience of BSL.

“ The telephone just
rings and rings. ”
Join us today and have your say!

Resources
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 The Dementia Guide
Have you recently been diagnosed with dementia?
Get your copy of the latest version of the dementia
guide from the Alzheimer’s Society. It also provides
helpful information for anyone taking on a caring
role.
You will learn more about dementia and the
treatments, support and services that are available.
You'll find information about how you can live as
well as possible with dementia and about making
plans for the future.

A useful guide by the Alzheimer’s Society

Find out more on the website.  More

Latest Newsletters





Harrow Carers - Bulletin, September 2019  More
Harrow Rethink Support Group - Newsletter, September 2019  More
London North West Healthcare NHS Trust – Our Trust Newsletters  More
NICE - Public Involvement Update, September 2019  More

News Summary
 The latest news from London North West University Healthcare NHS Trust  More
 The latest news from Central and North West London NHS Foundation Trust  More


























'Career boost' for almost half a million frontline NHS staff  More
New physical activity guidelines issued by UK Chief Medical Officers  More
England’s top nurse to recruit NHS ‘social media influencers’ to extend the reach of NHS App  More
NHS to review making statins available direct from pharmacists as part of Long Term Plan  More
Dr Nikki Kanani appointed as England’s top family doctor  More
‘NHS Passports’ to help staff work flexibly and cut admin costs  More
Provider instability poses greatest challenge to social care budgets, say London boroughs  More
NHS to fund revolutionary treatment for blindness in children  More
High street heart checks on the NHS  More
Digital diabetes prevention rolled out as part of NHS Long Term Plan  More
NHS warning to parents as ‘asthma season’ hits  More
What good social work case recording looks like and how existing practice can improve  More
NHS cuts medicines costs by three quarters of a billion pounds  More
Government to invest over £130 million in new tech to tackle cancer and debilitating illnesses  More
Life-changing drug to stop deadly bleeding available on the NHS  More
MMR vaccination call following high numbers of cases  More
New NHS plan to help patients avoid long hospital stays  More
Hospital food review announced by government  More
Hundreds of lives saved through new tech to spot sepsis  More
NHS to recruit 600 more mental health social workers over next five years  More
Calls on A-level students to join the NHS  More
£1 million to help NHS reclaim debts from overseas visitors  More
NHS launches accredited suppliers for electronic patient records  More
New HIV diagnoses fall by a third in the UK since 2015  More
The role of community pharmacies in sexual health services  More

Want to be part of Health
and Social Care change?

What are you waiting for? We look forward to hearing from you:

 020 3432 2889
 info@healthwatchharrow.org.uk
 www.healthwatchharrow.org.uk

